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Abstract—The stochastic nature of wind imposes challenges
on accurate predictions of wind power generation. A good
understanding of the errors that may occur is imperative for
greater penetration of wind power into the system, as it can
facilitate planning and operation tasks. In this paper, Swedish
wind power forecast accuracy over the forecast horizon is
analyzed and compared among different bidding zones. The
root-mean-square error trajectory over the horizon is shown
for Sweden and its individual bidding areas. In addition, a
significant systematic wind power under-prediction is identified
and discussed. The paper continues to analyze the wind power
forecast error distribution with respect to the horizon. Furthermore, the spacio-temporal correlation between the errors at
different horizons and bidding areas is presented. As expected,
a stronger correlation between the forecast errors is identified
in neighboring areas.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In 2016, 3386 wind power turbines were operating in the
Swedish electricity system with an installed capacity of 6520
MW. Compared to 2010 (2004 MW), the installed capacity
was tripled, while energy generation increased almost five
times, from 3.5 TWh in 2010 (2.4% of the total consumption) to 15.4 TWh (11% of the total yearly consumption [1].
However, this is still far from the goals set in the national
planning framework for wind power [2]. The main objective
of the plan is to reach 30 TWh energy generation from wind
power in 2020. Fig. 1 shows the geographical distribution of
wind power turbines in Sweden in 2017.
As wind power has a highly stochastic nature, accurate
forecasting is imperative for higher penetration levels in
the power system. Various forecasting models, varying in
complexity, have been developed and are summarized in [4].
None of these models can perfectly predict wind power.
For this reason, a good understanding of the errors that
may occur is essential to improve forecasting models and
to facilitate power system operation.
In countries like Germany, Spain, Finland and Denmark
extensive work on the forecast error analysis has been
conducted [5]–[7]. In [5] the wind power forecast quality
for more than 200 wind farms of different sizes in Germany
was analyzed. It was shown that the forecasts for larger wind
farms show higher accuracy in general. Finnish wind speed
and wind power forecasts were examined in [7] where threeyear historic data from more than 20 sites in Finland was
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Fig. 1. Geographical spread of the wind power plants in Sweden [3]

analyzed. The correlation between the wind power forecast
errors obtained at different points in space and time is
examined in [6] with a case-study in western Denmark. It
was shown that the forecast errors propagate throughout time
and space. However, such in-depth analyses has never been
conducted in Sweden.
In [8], wind power forecast error distribution functions for
the United States, Spain, Finland, Sweden, Denmark, Ireland
and Germany were analyzed. It was shown that the error
distribution functions are poorly represented by the normal
distribution and the hyperbolic function was found to be
a better model. However, the report does not consider that
the errors occur at different forecast horizons and lacks an
understanding of procedural patterns that may explain some
of the findings, as we will show here.
In this paper, statistical analysis techniques are applied
to analyze wind power forecast quality over the forecast
horizon in Sweden. The contributions of this paper are the

following:
• The procedures of forecast submission, publication and
accessibility in the Nordic countries are described.
• We quantify the forecast accuracy over the forecast
horizon in Sweden based on historical data of 20152017.
• We examine the spacio-temporal correlation of forecast
errors in different bidding areas in Sweden.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section II,
an introduction to the procedures, regarding the wind power
forecasting in Sweden, is given. In Section III we present the
available data used for the report and how it was obtained.
Section IV describes techniques that were used to analyze the
data. Results are presented in ?? and discussed in Section V.
In Section VI the conclusions of this study are formulated.
II. P ROCEDURE
In the following, we will refer to the day for which
a forecast is made as target day (D). The target day is
comprised of 24 delivery hours (DH) if it is not a daylight
saving day, c.f. Fig. 2. In the Nordic market, the forecasting
period starts at 0:00 on the calendar day before (D-1) the
target day D and ends at 23:59h, just before midnight on
the target day. In this time frame of 48 hours, wind power
producers are supposed to send their generation forecasts
in MWh/DH to the transmission system operator (TSO).
Each submitted forecast is comprised of 24 point forecasts
in hourly resolution for the 24 DHs. In this paper, we will
refer to all forecasts that are sent on D-1 for the target day as
day-ahead (DA) forecasts and if they are sent on the target
day as intra-day (ID) forecasts.

Finland does not submit forecasts. However, on the
website of the TSO, one DA and one ID forecast are
available.
• Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania submit one ID forecast at
the beginning of the day and one DA forecast around
17:55.
As of today (2017), only the Swedish TSO submits updated
wind power forecasts to Nord Pool, which is why we will
limit our analysis to Swedish data.
•

A. Wind power forecasts
We downloaded forecasts from the Nord Pool FTP server,
starting in November 2015. Data was retrieved in hourly
resolution starting at 0:55h on D-1 until 23:55 on D. Since all
forecast data for the 24 DHs starts at 0:55 D-1, the forecast
horizon differs for each DH. For DH1 , there are 24 forecasts
on a forecast horizon of 24h to 1h ahead. For DH24 , there are
47 forecasts on a forecast horizon between 47h to 1h ahead.
This means, that the length of the horizon is different for
each DH. In addition, there is one intra-hour (IH) forecast
that is created during the respective DH itself. The last ID
forecast in each DH is the historical data that is finally stored
on Nord Pool’s FTP server.
B. Wind power production
Historic wind power production data is publicly available
on Nord Pool’s web page [9]. The production data is
available in hourly resolution for bidding areas SE1, SE2,
SE3 and SE4 (c.f. Fig. 1) as well as for the entire country
SE.

...

Fig. 2. Target day D with 24 DHs

After receiving the forecasts, the TSO aggregates them by
the bidding area and sends them to Nord Pool where they
are stored as semicolon divided values (sdv) files. The TSO
sends updated forecasts every five minutes, if there is any
new information. Nord Pool publishes the updated version of
all Nordic forecasts on their website [9] and stores them with
the name of the calendar week. This implies that old data is
overwritten by updated forecasts. Therefore, the accessible
forecast on Nord Pool are forecasts that were created just
before the DH.
This explains why Swedish forecasts rank well in international comparisons: The forecast horizon is very short which
logically results in lower forecast errors.
III. AVAILABLE DATA
The available data at Nord Pool in 2017 is summarized
below for TSOs of participating countries:
• Sweden submits forecast updates approximately every
5 min.
• Norway does not submit forecasts.
• Denmark submits one ID forecast at the beginning of
the day and one DA forecast. However, the TSO stores
forecast updates every 15 min.

Fig. 3. Example of time series comparing actual wind power to 1-hr, 4-hr,
8-hr and 10-hr forecast data (SE1)

An example wind power forecasts at different forecasts
horizons and production is shown in Fig. 3. The graph shows
the actual production (observation) and forecasts with a 1h
(red), 4h (green), 8h (orange) and 10h (blue) horizon for
November 2016. It is obvious that as the forecast horizon
approaches the DH, forecasts tend to become more accurate.
Particularly in extreme cases with steep ramps to high or low
wind power production. One such incident is highlighted
in Fig. 3. A more detailed statistical analysis on forecast
accuracy is presented in Section IV.

C. Data processing
In order to analyze the forecasted and observed wind
power production, the data was first cleaned and then aligned
among the same time frame. Data cleaning or data cleansing
is the process of detecting incorrect or missing data in the
time series.
Due to download server unavailability, data was missing
at several instances. Any target day that is missing one point
forecast, was discarded entirely in order to ensure the same
sample length for all ID forecast horizons. No forecast data
for March and July 2016 is available and only small sample
of data for December 2015 and January, April and June
2016 is available. In addition, daylight saving days were
excluded in order to preserve the alignment with the horizons
described in Table II.
IV. E RROR A NALYSIS
This section describes the statistical analysis of forecast
accuracy and spacio-temporal correlation. The installed wind
power capacity in each bidding area is illustrated in Table I
at the beginning of years 2015 to 2017. All forecast errors

Year
2015
2016
2017

SE1
507
534
539

Bidding area
SE2
SE3
1975 1778
2306 1894
2386 1998

SE4
1467
1541
1598

Total
5727
6275
6521

TABLE I
I NSTALLED WIND POWER CAPACITY Pinst BY BIDDING AREA IN
S WEDEN (MW)

are first normalized with respect to the installed capacity in
the corresponding bidding area. The mean of the installed
capacity at the beginning and end of each year was used for
normalization.
A. Bias error
The absolute forecast error at any point in hour t is defined
as the difference between the forecasted and the actual
(observed) wind power generation in that hour. However,
any single prediction error at a given hour does not give
much information. Thus, the average normalized bias error
Ēi,k for DHi in update k is calculated as
!
N
1 X Pi,k − P̂i
Ēi,k =
,
(1)
N j=1
Pinst
where N is the total number of days in the data set for whose
DHi the forecasts made in the k th update, Pi,k is the forecast
for DHi at update k, P̂i is the actual observed generation in
hour DHi and Pinst is the installed wind power capacity.
In order to clarify the relevant quantities, Table II illustrates
the time when forecasts were downloaded and number of
the forecast updates for DA and ID forecasts, respectively
as well as the DH. Table II also introduces the definition of
forecast time, which will be used as the axis in Fig. 4.
The average normalized bias error is shown in Fig. 4
over the forecast horizon. Note that the number of forecast
updates (k) is different for each DH. Therefore there is less
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Fig. 4. Bias error by the bidding zone as % of installed capacity over the
horizon

data available for longer forecast horizons. Forecasts with
horizon 0 represent the IH forecast. A significant increase of
the bias is visible when the forecast horizon extends beyond
12 h. The highest bias occurs in bidding area SE1 and the
lowest in SE2. This corresponds to the installed capacity:
Table I shows that SE1 has the lowest installed capacity,
while SE2 accommodates the most wind power. In addition,
Fig. 1 shows that power plants are spread out more evenly
in bidding areas SE2 - SE4 compared to SE1. Since there
are more wind power plants in SE2 - SE4, the smoothing
effect is more dominant [5], which implies that e.g. an overprediction of the generation in the north of the bidding
zone is compensated by under-prediction in the south. These
differences in installed capacity and geographical spread lead
to lower bias errors in SE2.
This bias error however, is not characteristic for the nature
of wind power and prediction tools. Typically, the mean
value of forecast errors is close to zero [7]. Therefore, this
bias is investigated over the forecast time (c.f. Table II), i.e.
the time when forecasts for all following DHs are made.
In Fig. 5 the bias errors for selected DHs in bidding area
SE1 are shown as mean forecast error trajectory over the
forecast time as defined in Table II. The dot represents the
IH forecast that was made 5 minutes before the DH. Similar
results were found for other bidding areas. The dashed black
line indicates the time when the day-ahead market closes.
Two rapid and systematic improvements in the bias error
can be identified:
•

•

Around 12:00 DA all forecasts improve significantly
over a period of approximately 4 hours. Note that this
corresponds to the day-ahead market gate closure
time.
Around 23:00 DA all forecasts improve again within
1 hour. Note that the intra-day market gate closure
for DH1 is at 23:00.

The systematic improvements are discussed in Section V. In
the rest of this paper, the bias in the forecast at a certain
horizon is removed by subtracting the mean value of the
data set from each value.

downloaded at
Forecast update (k)
Forecast time

0:55
1
-24

1:55
2
-23

2:55
3
-22

3:55
4
-21

4:55
5
-20

5:55
6
-19

6:55
7
-18

7:55
8
-17

8:55
9
-16

9:55
10
-15

Delivery Hour
downloaded at
Forecast update (k)
Forecast Time

DH1
0:55
25
0

DH2
1:55
26
1

DH3
2:55
27
2

DH4
3:55
28
3

DH5
4:55
29
4

DH6
5:55
30
5

DH7
6:55
31
6

DH8
7:55
32
7

DH9
8:55
33
8

DH10
9:55
34
9

DA forecast (created on D-1)
11:55
12:55
13:55
14:55
12
13
14
15
-13
-12
-11
-10
ID forecast (created on D)
DH11
DH12
DH13
DH14
DH15
10:55
11:55
12:55
13:55
14:55
35
36
37
38
39
10
11
12
13
14
10:55
11
-14

15:55
16
-9

16:55
17
-8

17:55
18
-7

18:55
19
-6

19:55
20
-5

20:55
21
-4

21:55
22
-3

22:55
23
-2

23:55
24
-1

DH16
15:55
40
15

DH17
16:55
41
16

DH18
17:55
42
17

DH19
18:55
43
18

DH20
19:55
44
19

DH21
20:55
45
20

DH22
21:55
46
21

DH23
22:55
47
22

DH24
23:55
48
23

TABLE II
A LIGNMENT OF DELIVERY HOUR , DOWNLOAD TIME , UPDATE NUMBER , AND FORECAST TIME AXIS USED IN THE FIGURES

show lower RMSE. In addition, the total RMSE in SE is
lower than in the individual bidding areas. This is expected
due to the aggregation and smoothing effects described in
[5].

Nord Pool spot
day-ahead
market gate
closure

C. Forecast error distribution
In Fig. 7 histograms of IH forecasts and with a 12h
forecast horizon in SE are shown. It is evident that IH
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Fig. 5. Bias error by DH as % of installed capacity in SE1
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(a)
B. Normalized root-mean-square error
The common metric to capture the error magnitude is
the root-mean square error (RMSE). The main advantage
of the RMSE is that, due to the square term, more weight
is implicitly given to the larger errors. This is desirable, as
larger errors are more interesting for system planning.
In Fig. 6 the normalized RMSE of the biased (a) and
non-biased (b) data is shown over the forecast horizon. It is
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(b)

Fig. 6. Normalised RMSE per price area over the horizon where a) with
biased and b) non-biased data

logical that, as the horizon approaches the DH, the RMSE
decreases. The lowest errors occur right before the DH,
ranging from 4.6% in SE2 to 6.4% in SE1. In comparison,
errors in the horizon 47 are between 24% in SE2 and 39%
in SE1. The same pattern as before can be identified due
to the installed capacity, geographical spread and smoothing
effect: the RMSE is highest in SE1, and lowest in SE2.
The RMSE is significantly reduced in Fig. 6b when the
bias is removed from the data. SE1 still has the largest error,
however, compared to the biased data set it is improved by
more than 15%. Similarly, other bidding areas as well as SE
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(b)

Fig. 7. Histogram of the normalized forecast errors at the (a) intra-hour
and (b) 12h forecast horizon in aggregated Sweden (SE)

forecasts are more evenly distributed around the mean, with
lower spread and lower minimum and maximum errors
not exceeding 12%. In contrast, 12h forecast has left tail
stretched to the left side with negative errors exceeding 25%.
Here, the wind power forecast error distributions were
examined over the forecast horizon. We want to characterize
the error distribution at different horizons in all bidding
areas. To this end, statistical moments were used to characterize the error distribution function; mean (µ), variance
(σ 2 ), skewness (γ), and kurtosis (κ). For a more detailed
description of the general statistical characteristics of wind
power the interested reader is referred to [10]. The mean
(bias) is equivalent to the bias error and was presented in
Eq. (1) and discussed extensively in Section IV-A. The other
three moments were calculated with non-biased forecasts
(µ = 0). Fig. 6b shows the NRMSE of non-biased data
which is representative for the second moment, variance. In
Fig. 8 skewness and kurtosis are shown over the forecast
horizon. A distribution function with the asymmetry tail
stretched out to the left of its mean is called negatively
skewed, to the right - positively. The fourth moment kurtosis
is equal to zero for a normal distribution. Distributions that
have larger kurtosis than 0 are termed leptokurtic. They can
be identified by large thin peaks and thick tails.
In Fig. 8a negatively skewed error distributions over the
horizon are shown. Due to the large bias errors results for
the horizons larger than 11 hours should be interpreted with
caution. The graph indicates that these forecasts are negatively skewed, however with increasing kurtosis. Negative
skewness for horizons between 0h and 11h indicates that the
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(a) Skewness
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(b) Kurtosis

Fig. 8. Statistical moments as functions of the forecast horizon

left tail of the distribution functions is longer and thicker
compared to the right tail. This means that even close to the
DH, forecasts tend to underestimate wind power production
in higher quantities. Finally, the kurtosis in Fig. 8b in the
forecasts for horizons between 0h and 11h increases and
reaches a maximum in the forecasts closest to the DH. The
practical implication of this is the increased accuracy in the
short term forecasts compared to larger horizons [8].

Fig. 9. Auto-correlation for bidding zones including 95% confidence
interval under the assumption of independence (dotted line). Values outside
this region can be considered as significant correlation

D. Forecast error correlation
In order to gain an understanding of the temporal characteristics of forecast errors, the auto-correlation is addressed
first, i.e. the correlation between the errors in the same
bidding area at different horizons. Next, we extend the analysis to a spacio-temporal level and analyze cross-correlation,
the correlation between the errors in the different bidding
areas at different horizons. Pearsons correlation coefficient
(r) is calculated to quantify the magnitude of the correlation.
When r is equal to 1, the two data sets are positively
correlated, when it is -1 they are negatively correlated and
when it is 0 no correlation exists.
1) Auto-correlation:
The
auto-correlation
rt,k = r [xi,t , xi,k ] between the errors at horizons t
and k within the bidding zone is calculated as follows:
PN
i=1 (xi,t − x̄i,t ) (xi,k − x̄i,k )
q
(2)
rt,k = qP
N
2 PN
2
(x
−
x̄
)
(x
−
x̄
)
i,t
i,t
i,k
i,k
i=1
i=1
Here, xi,t and xi,k are the errors at horizon t and k for DHi
in bidding area x. x̄i,t and x̄i,k their mean and N is the total
number of samples.
The auto-correlation up to a lag of 5h is shown in Fig. 9.
Errors at horizon 0 for each bidding zone were taken as a
response variable to the errors observed at other horizons.
It can be seen, that auto-correlation is slowly dampened
process and remains strong between the forecasting errors
that were obtained 5 hours apart.
2) Cross-correlation: The cross-correlation rxt ,yk =
r [xi,t , yi,k ] between the bidding zones at different horizons
is calculated as given in Eq. (3).
PN
i=1 (xi,t − x̄i,t ) (yi,k − ȳi,k )
q
(3)
rxt ,yk = qP
N
2 PN
2
(x
−
x̄
)
(y
−
ȳ
)
i,t
i,t
i,k
i,k
i=1
i=1
Here, xi,t and yj,k are the errors at horizon t and k for DHi
in the bidding areas x and y. The other variables are as in
Eq. (2).

(a) SE1

(b) SE2

(c) SE3

(d) SE4

Fig. 10. Cross-correlation between the forecast errors at different bidding
zones with 95% confidence interval under the assumption of independence.
Values outside this interval can be considered as significant correlation

In Figs. 10a to 10d the cross-correlation between the
errors is shown. Forecasting errors at the horizon 0 for the
respective bidding zone were taken as the response variable
to the errors at different horizons in different zones. A 95%
confidence level is shown by dashed black lines.
The strongest correlation is observed between neighboring
bidding areas. It is determined by the number of wind power
plants, their layout and the predominant wind directions,
that are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 11. First, it can be
seen that wind power plants are densely populated in the
south of SE4 and on the border between SE4 and SE3.
Predominant wind directions in SE4 and south of SE3 are
south and southwestern (Malmö, Fårösund and Måseskär
stations), meaning most of the power plants in the south of
SE3 downwind from the power plants in SE4. In contrast,
wind power plants in SE2 are more scattered around the
landscape and less concentrated on the border between SE2
and SE3. In addition, more pronounced wind directions
from the west and northwest (Mora station) is observed,

SE4

SE3

SE2

SE1

Fig. 11. Wind rose map in Sweden [11]

consequently, the time that the plants in SE2 are upwind of
the plants in the south of SE3 is reduced. As it was shown
in [6] errors between plants that are downwind or upwind
from each other have stronger correlations. For this reason,
the errors in SE3 are more correlated to the errors in SE4
than SE2. Similar reasoning applies for the larger correlation
between the errors in SE2 and SE1 than between SE2 and
SE3.
In Figs. 10a and 10d a negative correlation between the
errors in SE1 and SE4 can be seen, which is not intuitive.
However, these values are very close to the confidence level,
and we therefore consider them as statistically insignificant.
V. D ISCUSSION
An investigation of the bias error revealed a systematic
under-prediction of the wind power that improves significantly at two instances; around gate closure of the DA market
and around gate closure of the ID market for the first delivery
hour. This bias error impacts the results significantly and was
thus compensated for. However, the compensation method
is very simplistic and is not guaranteed to supply a realistic
zero-mean forecast in every case.
It is self evident that these events are connected to the
timing of trading in the DA and ID markets and coincide
with market closure times at Nord Pool. The DA market
closes at 12:00 noon CET and part of the energy sold there
is naturally consisting of the expected wind production. The
intra-day market opens at 14:00 CET and closes 1h 1s before
the respective DH.
Thus, for producers and Balance Responsible Parties
(BRP), 23:00 CET is the final time to make updates of
production plans, consumption prognoses as well as ID
market and equivalent bilateral trades for the first delivery
hour of the next day. This is the last opportunity for BRPs
to report production plans, trades, and when applicable

also consumption prognosis for the nearest upcoming DH.
Eventually, all BRPs will be exposed to imbalance price
charges from the TSO in the country or bidding area where
they operate. The imbalance price depends on the mismatch
between what the reported production plan and the observed
reality for the respective DH. As a consequence of those two
events the overall forecasts for the next delivery day become
much better at those times than before those two events.
The imbalance price depends on the amount and sign of
the mismatch between the reported and measured production.
Thus the producers are encouraged to generate accurate forecasts at that time in order to minimize their cost. However,
there are no incentives on a longer forecast horizon to submit
a good forecast. We hypothesize that some producers simply
do not submit forecasts, which would explain the systematic
underestimation of wind power production. It should be
noted that the available data is sole information, and not
directly related to market quantities. However, 1h before
the DH, a significant deviation of the forecast from the
production plan would reveal any strategic withholding.
As expected, the root-mean square error (RMSE) decreases as the forecast horizon approaches the delivery hour.
It was shown, that for bidding areas with a higher number
of wind power plants, the RMSE is lower. Furthermore,
aggregated forecasts for entire Sweden are on average lower
than for individual bidding areas.
The forecast error distribution analysis showed that for
the horizons between 0h and 11h the error distributions were
negatively skewed leptokurtic. Thus, when modeling forecast
errors in Sweden, a suitable probability density function
should be selected to capture these characteristics.
The auto-correlation factors are dominated by the fact
that the forecasts were made for a large aggregation of
wind power plants, where even the smallest area (SE1) hosts
more than 500MW installed capacity. Thus, spacial smoothing due to the large number of power plants reduces the
dependency on the local behaviour. This local dependency
was found to have higher impact in [6] where single wind
parks are analyzed. Finally, the spacio-temporal correlation
analysis showed that the errors between the neighbouring
bidding areas correlated stronger than more distant areas.
The different correlation factors between the bidding areas
are influenced by the location and distance of the wind power
plants, and the predominant wind directions. A more detailed
analysis could be performed if non-biased forecasts were
available in a higher spacial resolution. In order to capture
the full spacio-temporal characteristics of the errors, data of
individual wind farms, wind speeds and directions would be
required.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented the Nordic forecast submission
procedure, an analysis of forecast accuracy in Sweden, error
distribution and spacio-temporal correlation analysis. We
revealed a systematic under-prediction of the wind power
that improves significantly at two instances; around gate
closure of the DA market and around gate closure of the
ID market for the first delivery hour. In the current structure
there is no penalty for submitting bad or no forecasts.
An incentive to submit accurate forecasts only exists 1h

before delivery hour when the production plan needs to be
submitted. We hypothesize that the systematic bias results
from a large number of producers not submitting any or
good forecasts until market closure.
The RMSE was improved significantly when the bias
was compensated for. This can in reality be achieved by
incentivizing wind power producers to submit forecasts
throughout the entire forecast horizon.
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